DNA nanotechnology based on i-motif structures.
CONSPECTUS: Most biological processes happen at the nanometer scale, and understanding the energy transformations and material transportation mechanisms within living organisms has proved challenging. To better understand the secrets of life, researchers have investigated artificial molecular motors and devices over the past decade because such systems can mimic certain biological processes. DNA nanotechnology based on i-motif structures is one system that has played an important role in these investigations. In this Account, we summarize recent advances in functional DNA nanotechnology based on i-motif structures. The i-motif is a DNA quadruplex that occurs as four stretches of cytosine repeat sequences form C·CH(+) base pairs, and their stabilization requires slightly acidic conditions. This unique property has produced the first DNA molecular motor driven by pH changes. The motor is reliable, and studies show that it is capable of millisecond running speeds, comparable to the speed of natural protein motors. With careful design, the output of these types of motors was combined to drive micrometer-sized cantilevers bend. Using established DNA nanostructure assembly and functionalization methods, researchers can easily integrate the motor within other DNA assembled structures and functional units, producing DNA molecular devices with new functions such as suprahydrophobic/suprahydrophilic smart surfaces that switch, intelligent nanopores triggered by pH changes, molecular logic gates, and DNA nanosprings. Recently, researchers have produced motors driven by light and electricity, which have allowed DNA motors to be integrated within silicon-based nanodevices. Moreover, some devices based on i-motif structures have proven useful for investigating processes within living cells. The pH-responsiveness of the i-motif structure also provides a way to control the stepwise assembly of DNA nanostructures. In addition, because of the stability of the i-motif, this structure can serve as the stem of one-dimensional nanowires, and a four-strand stem can provide a new basis for three-dimensional DNA structures such as pillars. By sacrificing some accuracy in assembly, we used these properties to prepare the first fast-responding pure DNA supramolecular hydrogel. This hydrogel does not swell and cannot encapsulate small molecules. These unique properties could lead to new developments in smart materials based on DNA assembly and support important applications in fields such as tissue engineering. We expect that DNA nanotechnology will continue to develop rapidly. At a fundamental level, further studies should lead to greater understanding of the energy transformation and material transportation mechanisms at the nanometer scale. In terms of applications, we expect that many of these elegant molecular devices will soon be used in vivo. These further studies could demonstrate the power of DNA nanotechnology in biology, material science, chemistry, and physics.